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MEMORANDUM- - - - - - - -

RE: N’ew Federal Privacy Requirements Affecting Any Company Engaged in
“Financial” Business

The new federal financial services law - the Gramm-Leach-Bliley  Act - imposes
significant new consumer information privacy requirements on a wide range of
companies that fall within the very broad definition of Yinancial”  used in this law. This
law applies to all such companies even if they do not own or are not affiliated with a bank
or thrift.

This part of the new law (Title V) may take effect in November 2000. Affected
companies should begin to take action to be ready to be in compliance. For banking,
securities, and insurance firms, these requirements will be enforced by their existing
primary regulators. All others will be subject to the Federal Trade Commission.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: A wide range of “financial” companies must:

l protect and safeguard confidential customer information and records,

l adopt a privacy policy for “consumers,”

* disclose its policy to all consumer customers,

l provide an “opt-out” notice before sharing consumer information with
third parties, and

+ comply with new rules to be issued in 2000.

A, WHO IS COVERED?

Any entity engaged in the business of providing “financial” services. This list
will expand over time as the Fed adds to the “financial” activities list:

l A company that provides banking, lending, securities, insurance, or trust
services.



+ Any company that provides services to banking, lending, securities,
insurance, QT trust services providers is also likely to be covered.
Any ‘@uncial”  compuny  that collects consumes  il?fi>mlcctiolz.fi’onz  or
about its cztstomers  is covered, end  so is nny p~son  OF company that
receives conszlnzer~financial  informafionsfi-om  a.fhancial  company.

l Any company that may be owned by a banking organization is “financial”
and any &her  company in the same line of business,
Data ,processiizg  and+financial  sqfiware  compaCes,  truvel  age~d3,  as
well as r’outsout’~etr  service providers to tiny  ‘(financial”  company, are
likely to be covered.

l Any company that provides management, financial, economic, investment,
employee benefits consulting or advisory services is likely to be covered.

B, WHAT COVERJZD  CCIMPANIES  MUST DO

1. All covered companies are subject to privacy standards that will be
defined by regulations:

l All covered entities are subject to a broad federal legal duty to have
physical, technical, and administrative safeguards to protect the
privacy and confidentiality of customer information and records.
New rules are to establish standards for carrying out this d.uty.
“Customer” is not a defined terxr.

2. Any company that does business with “consumers” must have a
privacy policy and disclose it to customers:

l All covered entities must have a privacy policy that must be
provided to consumers when they become customers and annually
thereafter.

l A “consumer” is any individual (or legal representative) who obtains
from a covered entity financial products or services that are used
“primarily” for personal, family, or household purposes. Nothing in
the statute limits coverage to customers or consumers tha.t are U. S.
residents.



3. A company that discloses “nonpublic personal information” about
consumers to an unaffiliated person (except as permitted under an
exception) must allow them to “opt out”,

l Before a company can provide nonpublic personal information to an
unaftiliated  third. party, the company must notify consumers of their
ability to “opt-out.” and allow opportunity to opt out.

l The Act does include a long list of exceptions that will permit
disclosures to third parties without triggering the opt-out
req;uirement.

l !‘Nonpublic  personal information” is any personally identifiable
fmancial  information provided to a covered entity by a consumer or
obtained by the entity as a result of a transaction with the consumer,
service performed for the cons’umer,  or otherwise acquired.

l An entity receiving nonpublic personal information from a third-
party fi1ancia.l  company must also comply with the new law.

D. When do the new obligations take effect?

November 12,200 (unless changed by rule). All covered companies
should be in compliance at that time, Rules that will fkther  explain and
implement the new law are to be adopted in May 2000  by the SEC, federal
banking regulators, state insurance commissioners and the FTC (whose
regulations will apply to otherwise unregulated companies). These
agencies also have enforcement responsibility for entities under their
jurisdiction. These rules may specify other compliance requirements or
deadlines.

F. Does compliance with this federal statute relieve a covered entity from
complying with state privacy laws or the federal Fair Credit .Reporting  Act
(“]FC&p)?

No. Compliance with this federal law may also satisfy some state laws,
B’UT any state law providing greater privacy protection is not preempted.
Some states reportedly have already begun work on state laws that may
impose additional requirements.

The Act calls for the federal banking agencies to adopt. rules under the
FCRA, but does not supersede the FCRA provisions permitting affiliate
information sharmg.



G.  VW campliance  with these federal rules bring compliance with the EU
Privacy Directive?

Recent statements from European Union officials suggest that the
provisions of this new US. law are insufkient  to satisfy the requirements
of the EU Directive. ’
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PRIVACY COMPLIANCE TIMETABLE AND CHECKLIST

Nov. 12,1999

January 2000

Feb.-Mar.
2000

May 12,200O

May 3 1,200O

Mav  3 I,2000

June 2000

Jme 2000

N’ov. 12,2000

Date of enactment of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley  Act

1. Begin internal assessment of collection, uses and distribution of
customer and consumer information and collection of pertinent
contracts and materials

2. Review existing privacy policy, or begin drafting a privacy policy, in
light of the Act’s requirements

Release of proposed standards and rules by the SEC, FTC, Sederal
banking agencies, and state insurance agencies.

Statutory  date for final standards and rules by state and federal agencies.

Complete internal assessment of collection, use and distribution of
customer information a.nd  related contracts and. documents.

Adopt privacy policy conforming to the Act’s req.uirements.

Complete analysis of third-party a.rrangements  to determine:
1.  consumer information uses under the Act, including prohibited uses;
2. potential “opt-out” disclosure obligations;
3. legal follow-up concerning information re-use by third parties and
contra.ct  review; and
4. compliance as recipient of a consumer information from a third-party.

1.  Plan distribution of privacy policy to all consumers;
2. Plan distribution of “opt-out” notice (if required); and.
3. Implement changes  in uses of consumer information (if required;
e.g., modify 3rd party contracts, terminate prohibited uses).

Statutory target date for compliance (may be modified by rules)
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THE GRAMM~LEACH-BLILEY’ACT

Financial Services Modernization
Working Summary No. 4

The lun,g  prucess that,produced  the Act also  helps us jlnderstand  its scope, pr~rpuse,  an.d
qffects. Over the lust TWO  decades, the cmeefur  modernization qf Glass-Sttqptl  and the  BIK
Act was qffen  made: Technulugy  and the ingenuity  uf’bL[siness  kcders  und  ~.U.VJW-J‘  had
su bstan tiallj eroded  kegul barriers between “banking* ‘I “seczkrities,  ” and %s11rance.  ” Securities
and insurancejrms  were o@ring  ban king or bank-substitrcte  yrudltcts  and services, while
commercial banking organizations ir2cr~asingEJrpelzetratcd the securities and insurunce
bzrsinesses. The existing Iegalj?ameNlorli  was out-qfTjuint  M?ith  marketplace reality. lt distorted
cumpetitiun  and  caused imf~iciencks.

Even u short list qf major develupments  sin.ce the Reagan Administration, yrupused  its
moderniz&on bill in 1983 indicates the breadth ~~j’change  since that time:

l Section 20 q fjilids  uj’mujur  banks engaged in investment banking;

uvm  50  insxlmnce  and secur.ities.fil”n1s  acquired th@s  and became ‘tL1nitar,v’t
S&.L  ho!ding  companies; and



The Act has direct lineage to  the I.995 bill introduced by Chairman Jim Leach, which
permitted bunking, securities,, insurunce and other rlfjuancial” o@2iatiurts in a revised Bank
H&~ing  Con~pa~~~~  Act with th,e .Federal  Reserve us fJ~preemfnent  “tambrella”  reguiatur  (tind
thzas  revived the 1983 Treusz~~  bill concept, ruther  than the 199.1 Bush model). Althucdgh muny
specific changes have been made, the Act retains ~his~fiamework. {It is perhups  noteworthy that
except,fur  tJ2e  specter qf‘Microsqf~  and tJ2e  privaqv  pruvision.s,  issues 0felectr0nic  commerce are
not signjficant  elements @he  Act.)

The stated goal was ‘ynancial  services It modernizution.  Nevertheless, most participaizts
in the leA$slative process viewed it&&m tJ?e  perspective yf’tJ?eir  core industF-v  -- banking,
securities, or insurance. Two m@r  irtdustv  compromises involved the drawing uf’regulutov
lines  between banking and seczrrities  and banking and insurunce that have tlze  Q2xt oJ’  limiting
direct bank expansion. Parallel ‘Ifunctional regulution  ” amendments address theJ~~risdictiorz
and mles qf the SEC, the,fkderaE  banking age&es,  and the state insurunce commissioners.
However,  tJ?e  Act dues contain in Section 104  signi$cant  tuols$G  the development t$integrated
*financial services. Its. fkkral  prremption  psovisiorw  conlain  broud  hguage .preempting  ttrl*v
discriminator~~  or oth.er state laws  fkat  mu_v  in tq%re with tJ~e  operatiun  of integruted  bunking
undfinancial compunies.

Another major inter-indllstry  isszie concerned the ability of non@ancial@m.s  to pruvide
banking products thrutgh.  u th@  in a unitary savings and loan holding  contpaq’  (“Unitary I:)
strrrcture. This issz.te  was given greater impetfis  bj>  an upplication  by Wal-Mart to acqGre  a
thr@  and bji  t!wfhar  that  Micrctsofi  or unother  major technrtlo63/ company migJlt do so us we/!.
While  grund$thering existing Unitaries, tJ?e  Act provides th.ut  no new Unituries  muy  be
establislzed  - and  thus reinfbrces  the line drawn in. the Act between..financial  ami  nonfinancial

*firms.



. . .
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This memorandum is organized topic&y,  roughly~f?~llowing the order  qfthe Act5  major
parts, but  it does not fi,l/ow the seuticin-hv-section  order (fth.e  Act’s te.rf. As defuiled  ir?.  the table
qfcontenb, fhe order ofmajur  fopicx  is mfbllows:  the newSfinancial  hdding  company  struttare
and activities, th.e supervision oflf?nanciai  holding companies b;y  the Federal Reserve, the extent
qf’pr6xmption  t$state  insurance and other Iuw.,  the insurance and otherSfinancial  activities qf-
nntional  banks and  their  opera fing  subxidiaries.,  CEBA  bunk amendments, ,f&eign  bank
provisions, cv~lsumer  protection arzd  privuq,  #dual  securities 1uw  a~~zen&mn  ts,  yrovisiuns
concerning the Federal Home Loan Bank  System, thr!fiprovixions,  insurer redome~st~~~~ticlT*  the
multi-state licensing qf insmmce  agents,  and various n2iscellaneous p-0 visions.

This memurayTdum  updates our  prior reports: Working Summary  No.  I (December 30,
19.9@,  covering the r;?inancial  Services Acf of 1.998,  the Senate version qf H.R. IO,  and H. R.
4870; Working  Simunaqv  No. 2 (April 28, I699),  discLlssing  HR.  10 as passed by the ffouse
Banking Comnsiftee  on March 23, 1999, and Working  &mmaq  h&j.  3 (September 30, 1997)
dixussing  HR. 10 and S.  900 in Co~f~rmce.

We continue to regurd  fhis memorandum as a work in progress. The length and
compiexi[v  qj’the  Act mean thuf there are prubab[y  issues that we have not discussed fhat  should
be included. Further, although we have worked hard to make this memorandum an accurate
discussion of this legislation, we nzav not he  succeeded in every instance. Inlplemeiziting
regulufions  thaf  will  be released in the coming months will ul.so  expan.d  the dixussion of fhese
issues and raise ilew ones, ACCORDMX  Y, WE WELCOME --O.JIiEED  INVITE  --YOUR
COMMENTS A.ND  CRITICL!MS. Our websites  will allow you to u1cctxs  f.&u fed versions qf this
memurandum,  and we encourage you to communiicute  your comments, corrections, and thoughts
dir*ect[v  to MS via e-mail at the addresses below. Or-,  qf course,  you nqv contact any qf us the
o/d-&shioned  way: by telephone or by-fix,  at fhe nztmber,s  listed below, WC<  1ookJ’ilrward to
hearing.@om  you.

Our  “FinanciaI  Modernization ‘.’ site is accessible throug?l the Gibson, Dunn  & Crutcher
UP webpages  --

l WC?RHNG  SUMMARY W~?bsite--~~~M~Ml.g~bbSnFld~~nninstitzate,cum;  and

* Gibson, Uun~  & Crufcher  LLP  Webpage--  www.gdc~aw.com  {with link to
WORKING SUMMARY).
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Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
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Washington? D.C.
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December 16,1999



SHO.RT  FORMS USE’D  LN SUMM-ARY  NO. 4

1940 Act ................................ Investment Company Act of 1940
Advisers Act .......................... fnvestment  Advisers Act of 1440
AFBA .................................... appropriate federal banking agency
BHC ....................................... bank holding company
BHC Act ................................ Bank Holding Company Act of 1956
C.EBA .................................... Competitive Equahty Banking Act of 1987
CFL ......................................... community fmancial institution
CFTC ..................................... Commodity Futures Trading Commission
CRA ....................................... Community ‘Reinvestment Act of 1977
DI ........................................... depository institution
DIF ......................................... Deposit Insurance Fund
DOJ ....................................... Department of Justice
EFTA.. ................................... Electronic Funds Transfer Act
Exchange Act.. ...................... Securities Exchange Act of 1934
FDI  Act .................................. Federal Deposit Insurance Act
FDIC ...................................... Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Fed ......................................... Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
FHC ........................................ financial holding company
.FH.FB ..................................... Federal .Housing  Finance Board
FNLBA .................................. Federal ‘Home Loan Bank Act
FHLBank ............................... Federal ‘Home Loan Bank
FHLB System ........................ Federal Home Loan ‘Bank System
FPA ...................................... Financial Znfurmation  Privacy Act of 1999
FR  Act ................................... Federal Reserve Act
F T C........................................ Federal Trade Commission
G A O ...................................... Genew’l  Accounting Office
Glass-Steagall Act.. ............... Glass-Steagall Act of 1933
HOLA .................................... Hom.e  Owners’ Loan Act of 1933
Wouse ‘Banking Committee ... House Banking and Financial Services Committee
.H..R.  10 .................................. Financial Services Act of 1999, as reported by the House Banking

and Financial Services Committee (or the “Bill”)
HSR ......................................... Hart-Scott-Rodino
IB Act .................................... International Banking Act of 1978
II3HC...................................... investment bank holding company
NAIC ..................................... National Association of Insurance Commissioners
NARAB ................................. National Association of Registered Agents and Brokers
NASD .................................... National Association of Securities Dealers
NIB Act.. ................................. N’ational ‘Bank Act
OCC ....................................... Office of the Comptroller of the Currency
O.FHEO .................................. Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight
OTS ....................................... Office of Thrift S-upewision
PCA ....................................... prompt corrective action



QTL . . . . . . . ..*.*1................~~.tt..... qualified thrift lending
Revised Statutes -....  . . . . . . ..- Revised Statutes of the ‘United States
RFC’ . . ..*..I.III...f.*......*f*....~*.....* Resolution Funding Corporation
SAIF . . ..I.*.......*.....~..*..*.*~*~lI.I.. Savings Association Insurance Fund
Senate ‘Banking Committee . . . Senate Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs
S&LHC  Act***......I*..*.**.......*.. Savings and Loan Holding Company Act
SEC *...*f..........*,~,~,~.,,,,........... Securities and ‘Exchange Commission
s s ..*........f.*~**~.I.II1I...*.......*.*.*.I Staff Side by Side Compari.son  of S. 900 and H.R. 10 (9/l/99)
Treasury. ..*a  . . . . . *..-.a  . . . . . ..I . . . . 1.4.. Department of the Treasury
Unitary .*............**.....**............ unitary savings and loan holding company
WFHC . . . . ..I............................ wholesale financial holding company
WFI..*..*.**...........f.~.......~*..*...*.*. wholesale financiai institution
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THE GRAMM-LEACH-BLILEY ACT:
AN INSURANCE INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

Michael W. Teichman’

February 4,200O

On November 12, 1999, President Clinton signed into law legislation designed to lift long-

standing restrictions on the activities of banks and bankholding companies, and to streamline the

regulation of combined financial services entities. The purpose of this memorandum is to acquaint

those in the insurance industry with the portions of this bill, the “Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999”

(“GLB” or “the Act”), which have a direct bearing on their business, and to alert members of the

industry as to potential threats and opportunities that have been created as a result of this legislation.

This memorandum is, of course, not intended to be a discussion of all aspects of this bill, which

spans four hundred pages, nor is it intended to be a comprehensive discussion of all of GLB’s

implications for insurers, agents, and brokers.

Introduction

Prior to the enactment of GLB, the structure of regulation, in this country, for the various

sectors of the financial services industry was characterized by mandated segregation. This

separation has its roots in the Great Depression, and was designed to prevent the failure of one

element of the industry from spreading to others. This regulatory separation is not shared by

European and Asian systems, andis  considered both an anachronism and an impediment to efficient

competition on a global scale. In recent years, some piecemeal legislation has been enacted in

’ Mr. Teichman practices law with Reed, Smith, Shaw & McCIay,  LLP in its Wilmington,
Delaware offices. He represents a number of financial services institutions as well as a major insurance
trade association on issues related to the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999.
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response to the changing nature of the financial services industry. More significantly however,

federal agencies and courts have greatly expanded the insurance and securities powers available to

banking institutions through expansive interpretations of federal banking laws.

As a result of the changing nature of the financial services industry and the direction taken

by federal agencies and courts, various attempts to legislatively overhaul our system of regulating

financial services have been offered, unsuccessfully, for over 20 years. The enactment of GLB ended

the drought. This bill was the subject of intense debate and lobbying, and its provisions represent

a patchwork of fragile compromise reached among numerous trade organizations and lawmakers

who champion the cause of the various financial services constituencies. Many of the difficult

regulatory concepts were left to the regulators, who must, cooperatively and at considerable speed,

give these concepts both meaning and utility.

, Fundamentally, GLB is designed to do the following:

l repeal portions of the Glass-Steagall Act separating securities underwriting and sales

from banking;

l expand the financial activities that may be performed by a bank holding company to

include investment banking, insurance activities (thereby allowing insurers to

become financial holding companies), merchant banking and other financial

activities;

attempt to streamline and coordinate the regulation of such combined activities;

to a limited degree, expand on the activities permissible for national banks and more

clearly define those permissible activities;

preempt discriminatory state laws regarding the insurance activity of bank affiliates;
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l provide minimum privacy requirements to protect the financial information of

customers of all financial institutions; and

l terminate expanded powers for new unitary thrift holding companies.

Financial Holding Companies

Sections 101 through 103. Prior to GLB, the Glass-Steagall Act prevented banks and bank

holding companies from engaging in investment banking activities. This provision has been

modified and liberally interpreted over time, however, banks and bank holding companies remained

significantly restricted in their permissible investment banking activity. Section 101 of the bill

repeals portions of the Glass-Steagall Act, and banks and bank holding companies may now engage,

through affiliates and subsidiaries, in investment banking activities. Until now, insurers had greater

flexibility in affiliating with investment bankers when compared to banks and bank holding

companies. This advantage is eliminated.

Section 103. This section stands at the heart of GLB. Under pre-existing law, bank holding

companies and their subsidiaries were prohibited, pursuant to Section 4 of the Bank Holding

Company Act of 1956, from engaging in non-banking activities (with certain exceptions). Section

103 of the bill amends the Bank Holding Company Act to allow bank holding companies meeting

certain criteria to become “financial holding companies.” Such companies may engage in a broad

array of financial activities including, but not limited to:

0 lending, exchanging or safeguarding money;

l insuring, guaranteeing, or indemnifying against loss, harm, damage, illness, disability

or death; or providing or issuing annuities (as principal, agent, or broker);
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0 financial advisory services;

0 underwriting, dealing in or making or marketing securities.

The Federal Reserve Board (the “Fed”) may identity  additional activities as “financial in nature,”

but the Treasury Department is given a right to “veto” this process, The result is likely to be joint

rulemaking on new financial activities. Under this Section, financial holding companies may also

engage in activities that are “incidental” to fmancial  activities and, with Fed approval, may even

engage in activities found to be “complimentary” to financial activities.

Importantly, Section 103 expressly preserves the right of an insurer, affiliated with a

financial holding company, to make equity investments not otherwise permitted of a financial

holding company. Such equity investments are limited to those made in the “ordinary course of

business” and permitted by state law. Generally, the holding company is not permitted to engage

in day-to-day management of the non-financial companies in which such investments are held,

however this restriction will not apply if day-to-day management is necessary to preserve the value

of the investment.

Consolidation with a bank holding company may provide significant advantages for insurers:

a Such consolidation will provide new opportunities for cross-marketing and

co-branding of financial services products, as well as the development of

hybrid bank/insurance products.

a Because banking institutions have historically been understood to be better

capitalized and enjoyed greater return on equity and return on assets, in comparison

to insurers, insurers consolidating with banking institutions will, broadly speaking,

enjoy relatively greater financial strength.
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Realized earnings from a broad spectrum of financial products may also

support highly competitive pricing of insurance products underwritten by

insurers affiliated with a financial holding company.

The absorption of regional insurers may create a perceived loss of customer

sensitivity, fostering “niche” competitors.

These advantages, however, translate into disadvantages for insurers which presently enjoy

premier market shares in discreet geographical regions. Such insurers will likely realize less

advantage to affiliation than competing insurers which aggressively plan for growth into new

markets.

Preemption ofState  Law

Section 104. While it is clear that Section 104 is designed to preempt state law, the extent

to which it will do so is less than clear. Relevant to insurers, this section is broken down into two

parts, the first purports to preempt state law with respect to bank/insurer affiliations, while the

second purports to preempt certain state law with respect to activities conducted by bank insurer

affiliates.

With respect to affiliations, this section preempts state law or action restricting a bank or

bank affiliate from affiliating with an insurer, but only to the extent that such state law or action is

discriminatory in its effect. This section does impose a 60-day time limit on state action, and also

expressly allows a state to restrict the purchase of stock of a newly demutualized insurer. Simply

stated, it appears that state insurance regulators employing the NAIC Model Holding Company Act

in reviewing acquisitions of domiciled insurers may continue to do so when such acquisition is made
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by a financial holding company. However, the state will be limited in its ability to impose any

restriction or condition on the affiliation which might be characterized as discriminating against an

affiliated bank. The Act does not specify any standards to be used in determining whether a state

action is “discriminatory,” leaving such determinations to the courts and regulators.

The provisions in Section 104 preempting state law over the activities of insurer affiliates

of banks is itself divided into two distinct parts. As to sales activity, state law or action which

significantly interferes with (as opposed to “restricts”) the “sales, solicitation or cross-marketing”

of insurance by a bank or bank affiliate  will be preempted. Additional non-discrimination provisions

will apply to state law or action affecting sales activity adopted or taken after September 3, 1999.

This preemption of state regulation of sales activity is, however, subject to 13 “safe harbors” which

preserve some state authority. These safe harbors are narrowly drawn and relate primarily to

required disclosures by banks, licensing of agents, tying of insurance and bank products, and so forth

(these 13 provisions are attached hereto as Appendix “A”). Because this section fails to define the

scope of “sales, solicitation and cross-marketing” as a business activity, the potential exists for

unintended preemption of state law that impacts the sales activity of affiliated insurers.

State law restricting (not “significantly interfering with”) the mm-sales activity of an insurer

affiliated with a bank will be preempted unless such state law or action:

l is enacted for the purpose of regulating the business of insurance, falls under a

broadly written safe harbor, and the state law or action does not violate the non-

discrimination provisions (irrespective of the date the state law or action was adopted

or taken);
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l applies only to persons that are not insured depository institutions, but that are

directly engaged in the business of insurance;

l does not relate to or regulate sales, solicitation or cross marketing activity; and

l does not violate certain non-discrimination provisions (discussed below).

The non-discrimination tests in Section 104 act as an additional hurdle for state regulation

of the activity of affiliated insurers (both sales and non-sales activity). Summarized, they are as

follows:

l State law which, by its terms, distinguishes between banks and their affiliates, and

other entities.

l State law which, although neutral on its face, has a substantially more adverse impact

on banks or bank affiliates, as opposed to other entities.

l Effectively prevents a bank or bank affiliate from engaging in insurance activities.

l Conflicts generally with the intent of the GLB Act to permit affiliations.

The extent to which these vague tests will preempt state law or action will depend greatly upon the

facts of the challenged transaction.

Functional Regulation

Sections 11 I through 116. Together these sections attempt to define, at least in skeletal

form, the limits of authority that the Fed, other federal banking regulators, the Securities Exchange

Commission, and state insurance regulators will have in regulating a financial holding company.

No one can predict, with any certainty, how well these regulators will cooperate.
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Section 1 I 1 authorizes the Fed, as umbrella regulator for financial holding companies, to

require reports of and conduct examinations of functionally regulated subsidiaries (essentially, non-

bank subsidiaries subject to regulation by the state insurance regulator or the Securities Exchange

Commission). The Fed is restricted as to when it may demand such reports and perform such

examinations, and is required to utilize the reports and examinations of state insurance regulators

“to the fullest extent possible.”

Section 112 allows the Fed to require holding company affiliates to provide assets to an

affiliated bank. While this includes an affiliated insurer, the Fed is required to give written notice

to the state insurance regulator. Upon receipt of such notice, the state has the opportunity to object

to the Feds order. Upon such objection, the Fed is permitted to order the holding company to divest

itself of the bank in questions. Importantly, this section also includes a “parity” provision which

restricts the ability of any other federal banking regulator to impose requirements on, or make

demands upon, any insurer or other functionally regulated subsidiary.

Section 113 imposes limits on the ability of the Fed to take action or engage in rulemaking

with respect to functionally regulated subsidiaries. Any action taken must be necessary to address

or prevent an unsafe or unsound practice which poses a material risk to a bank or the domestic or

international payment system, and only when the Fed finds it cannot redress the risk by action

against an affiliated bank.

Section 114 further empowers federal banking regulators to impose restrictions on

transactions between banks, bank holding companies and non-bank subsidiaries.

Insurers which become affiliated with financial holding companies will now become subject

to some degree of regulation by the Fed, and even the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. To
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an uncertain degree, insurers so affiliated can expect to submit to reporting requirements and

examinations, and in some cases, might find the Fed attempting to impose significant limits on their

activities, notwithstanding the permissibility of such activities under state law. The extent to which

any of this may occur is uncertain and will be given shape and form only through the rulemaking

processes of the Fed and other federal banking regulators.

Financial Subsidiaries ufNationaI  Banks.

Permissible activities for national banks and their subsidiaries became an important aspect

of this legislation primarily because the Treasury Department, as parent agency to the Office of the

Comptroller of the Currency (“OCC”),  is directed by a cabinet level appointee of the President,

whereas members of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve are appointed to 14 year terms,

staggered at two year intervals. Therefore, as operating subsidiaries of national banks engage in

expanded financial activities, the Administration acquires greater control over financial institutions

because the OCC will remain the primary regulator for these activities.

In recent years, the OCC, has taken a progressive approach in the interpretation of both

Section 24(Seventh)2 and Section 923  of the National Bank Act, and thereby has significantly

increased the authority of national banks to engage in activities beyond those traditionally thought

of as “banking,” including various aspects of the insurance business. GLB will largely put a stop

to this practice simply because it expresses, in statutory form, those insurance powers available to

national banks, as well as those not available.

2 Allows national banks to engage in banking and activities incidental thereto.

3 Allows national banks to sell insurance products in places with less than 5000 residents.
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Sections 121 and 122. These sections authorize national banks to form “financial

subsidiaries” which may engage in activities similar to those permissible of a financial holding

company affiliate. National banks seeking to form such subsidiaries must be well capitalized and

are subject to certain ratings with respect to debt and CRA examinations.

By these provisions, the geographical restrictions of Section 92 of the National Bank Act,

allowing national banks to engage in the sale of insurance products in towns of less than 5000

residents, become moot for national banks meeting the criteria provided in Section 121 .  Insurance

underwriting, however, remains generally impermissible for national bank financial subsidiaries.

Additionally, national bank financial subsidiaries may not invest in the kinds of investments

permissible of an insurance company affiliated with a bank holding company. National bank

financial subsidiaries are also prohibited from engaging in real estate development as well as

merchant banking although, as to the latter, federal banking regulators are permitted to revisit the

issue after five years.

Elsewhere in the bill, Section 302 also addresses limits on the insurance activities of national

banks. Utilizing a cutoff date of January 1,  1999, national banks will be permitted to engage in any

insurance underwriting activity found permissible by the OCC, or actually engaged in as of that date.

National banks will not, however, be permitted to underwrite additional insurance products by

seeking an approval from the OCC. Section 302 also provides a definition of insurance designed

to prevent the OCC from labeling insurance products as “banking” products, thereby avoiding the

limitations imposed by GLB. Essentially, this definition provides that “insurance” is whatever the

state regulator says it is, with certain exceptions. Section 303 prohibits federally chartered banks

from engaging in the underwriting or sale of title insurance. National banks may, however, sell title
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insurance products, but only to the extent state chartered banks are authorized to do so under state

law. Lawful title insurance activity engaged in as of the date of enactment of GLB is grandfathered.

It is important to keep in mind that, while this bill limits the Comptroller of the Currency in further

expansion of national bank powers, those powers which have previously been authorized for

national banks by the OCC, or in fact engaged in by national banks, will be retained.4  This is true

for all national banks, not simply those national banks which possess written authorization for their

particular activities.

Other Insurance Provisions

Title III of GLB addresses a number of unrelated insurance issues besides those dealing with

the insurance powers of national banks. Among them are important provisions involving the mutual

insurance holding company reorganizations and multi-state agent licensing.

Section 304. Judicial principles applied to the review of federal agency decisions accord

great weight to the interpretation federal banking regulators give to the federal banking statutes that

such agencies are charged with enforcing. Were such principles of “deference” to remain in place,

states regulating insurers affiliated in a financial holding company would be at a great disadvantage,

with respect to the federal banking regulators, should a dispute arise out of the meaning of federal

banking law.

To correct for this, Section 304 provides for an expedited dispute resolution process when

disputes arise between federal banking regulators and state insurance regulators. Such disputes are

4 Thus, the existing authority of national banks to underwrite and reinsure credit related
insurance products is preserved.
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to be heard by Federal Circuit Courts of Appeal on an expedited, 60-day basis, and are subject to

abbreviated 6 or 12 month statutes of limitations. Regardless of whether it is a state or federal

statute which gives rise to the dispute, the court is charged with resolving the dispute “without

unequal deference” afforded to either the state or federal regulator with respect to the state or federal

agency’s interpretation of state or federal law. Thus, to the extent a federal banking agency views

federal law as preempting a state insurance code, the federal agency’s interpretation of the federal

statute in question will not be given the overwhelming weight it would otherwise enjoy.

In an attempt to preserve at least some of the deference formerly enjoyed by the OCC,

Section 104(d)(2)(C)(i)  p rovides that Section 304(e), which removes deference, will not apply with

respect to state statutes, regulations, orders, interpretations or other action regarding state insurance

sales, solicitations or cross-marketing activities, if such were issued, adopted or enacted before

September 3,1998.  Because no federal agency is granted deference with respect to its interpretation

of state law, the impact of this provision appears limited.

Section 305. Prior to enactment of this law, federal banking regulators left the regulation

of retail insurance sales activities, by banks, largely to the states. Now, under Section 305, federal

banking agencies (‘jointly) are permitted to adopt consumer protection regulations which will apply

to the retail insurance sales activities of banks, or to entities making sales on behalf of banks. Such

regulations are to be adopted after “consultation” with state insurance regulators, and shall include

anti-tying and anti-coercion rules, disclosure requirements, requirements concerning the separation

of banking and non-banking activities, prohibitions on domestic violence discrimination, and so

forth.
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Inconsistent state laws shall override such federal regulation unless the federal banking

agencies jointly issue notice indicating such agencies’ position that the federal regulation in question

provides greater protection than the corresponding state regulation. Such notice will result in a

preemption of the corresponding state law unless the state adopts legislation within three years to

override such preemption.

Section 306.  As a complement to the preemption provisions found in Section 104 of the bill,

Section 306 preempts state action which significantly interferes with the ability of an insurer to

become a financial holding company. This preemption, however, is expressly made subject to the

standard set forth in Section 104(c)(2) which provides a safe harbor for state action approving or

disapproving the acquisition of a domestic insurer. Section 306 also restricts the ability of a state

to limit the amount of an insurer’s assets which may be invested in the voting securities of a

depository institution, and preempts state interference with mutual insurer reorganizations by non-

domiciliary states.

By carrying forth the safe harbors set forth in Section 104(c)(2), the state’s ability to

“significantly interfere” with an acquisition of a bank by a domestic insurer may be largely restored.

Because, however, Section 306 does not address the change of control of a domestic insurer, courts

and regulators will be required to engage in some interpolation of the standards in Section 104(c)(2)

in order to make them fit within the parameters of Section 306.

Sections 3 11 - 3 16. These provisions will allow a mutual insurer organized in a state that

has not enacted a mutual insurance holding company law to redomesticate to a state which has

enacted such a law. Generally, these sections preempt state laws that would prohibit
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redomestication or otherwise impede the activity of an insurer redomesticating pursuant to these

provisions.

States are, however, entitled to notice of the redomestication and may require approval by

boards of directors, continued voting control by policyholders, restrictions on awards of stock

options or other equity to officers and directors, preservation of policyholder rights and other fair

and equitable treatment of policyholders. Licenses are preserved and outstanding policies must

remain in force; however, a state may require such a redomesticating insurer to refile policy forms.

Sections 321 - 336. Of course, prior to enactment of GLB, states were free to adopt whatever

requirements were deemed appropriate with respect to the licensing of agents and brokers. In a

major change to the present state of affairs, if states fail to achieve a specified level of uniformity

and reciprocity within three years following enactment of GLB, a National Association of

Registered Agents and Brokers (‘INARAB”)  will be created.

The NARAB would be a quasi-governmental entity designed to provide a mechanism for

uniform producer licensing, appointment, continuing education, etc. Membership in the NARAB

would entitle a producer to licensure in each state in which he or she pays the requisite licensing

fees. The NARAB would have broad authority to establish membership criteria, conduct

examinations and take enforcement action against errant members, State laws in conflict with the

NARAB membership guidelines would be preempted. Under these provisions, the NAIC would

have exercise over the NARAB unless, after two years following its creation, (1) the states fail to

achieve a minimal level of uniformity and reciprocity and, (2) the NAIC fails to approve NARAB

bylaws or otherwise fails to supervise the NARAB.
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While the NAIC has made significant progress in the direction of uniform producer licensing

laws, it remains an open question whether enough states will see the need for uniform and reciprocal

licensing, and take action thereto, prior to the end of the three year time period provided. The NAIC

is, however, charged with making an initial determination as to whether the requisite level of

reciprocity and uniformity has been achieved. Presumably, the NAIC will make a determination that

such levels have been achieved, thus averting the creation of the NARAB. Such a finding by the

NAIC may be challenged in federal court, which is charged with applying an “abuse of discretion”

standard in its review of the NAIC’s determination. This standard of review will make challenges

to the NAIC’s  determination more difficult to sustain.

Privacy

Sections 501 - 527. Under the law prior to GLB, there existed no federal statute which

would directly and comprehensively limit the ability of a financial institution, be it a bank, securities

underwriter or insurance company, to share the financial information of its customers with other

entities for business purposes. For the first time, these sections impose limitations on a financial

institution’s disclosure of non-public, personally identifiable, financial information to a non-affiliated

third party, and impose criminal penalties upon those who access such information through

fraudulent means.

Irrespective of whether a financial institution, including an insurer, is affiliated with a

financial holding company, such financial institution must provide notice, to each of its customers,

describing the institution’s policies and procedures with respect to the disclosure of this information

to affiliates and non-affiliated third parties. Each such financial institution must further give its
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customers the opportunity, before any disclosure to non-affiliated third parties, to direct that such

information not be disclosed.

There are a number of broadly drafted exceptions to this “opt-out.” Generally, disclosures

to non-affiliated third parties which are providing services for, or functions on behalf of, a financial

institution will not be subject to the “opt-out” if full disclosure is made to the consumer.

Additionally, typical insurance-specific transactions, such as reinsurance, should fall under a list of

“general exceptions” which include secondary market sales, institutional risk control and providing

information to rating organizations, guaranteed funds, persons assessing compliance, attorneys,

accountants, auditors, etc.

A broad array of federal administrative agencies are charged with rulemaking afier

appropriate consultation with the NAIC. Enforcement is left up to the relative functional regulator.

Importantly, states retain their ability to regulate their privacy policies and practices of financial

institutions, so long as such state regulation provides protection at least as great as these provisions.

Certain states have already begun to consider privacy requirements more restrictive than that

provision in this Act.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

It is impossible to make general recommendations regarding the advisability of affiliating

with a bank holding company. Every insurer must evaluate its long-term strategy, its products, its

marketing methods, its geographic and demographic markets, and its capital resources in order to

determine the existence of competitive or business advantages to affiliation. Prospective affiliation

partners must be carefully screened. The factors which should be considered are innumerable, but

will certainly include the capital strength of the potential partner, the breadth and compatibility of

its existing products, the type, number and location of potential outlets for insurance products, the

potential for successful co-branding and hybridization of bank products, the long-term strategies of

the potential partner and the compatibility of its corporate culture.

Most important aspects of this legislation will be greatly affected by rulemaking at the

federal level in the next 18 - 24 months. Federal banking regulators recognize they are under a very

tight deadline for adoption of rules implementing GLB. Both the Fed and the OCC note that at least

40 separate “projects” are under way.

The majority of rulemaking fails to the Fed, which is charged with the supervision of

financial holding companies. Notwithstanding the preeminent role for the Fed, much rulemaking

can also be expected at the level of the OCC. In competition with the Fed, this agency is promising

to streamline its regulatory process as much as possible, so as to maximize the amount of financial

activity conducted in national bank operating subsidiaries.

All insurers, whether actively considering affiliation or otherwise, must monitor this

rulemaking process, and participate if necessary. At a minimum, such federal rulemaking can be

expected to affect such areas as:
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definition of financial activities and “Regulation Y”‘;

certification process for financial holding companies (proposed rules already

published in the Federal Register);

l whether and when conditions in a holding company rise to a level requiring

federal enforcement against a functional regulated subsidiary (includes

affiliated insurers);

l bank/insurance sales consumer regulations; and

l privacy

Because the privacy provisions are not limited to insurers affiliated with a financial holding

company, all insurers must begin developing notice procedures for both new and existing

policyholders, which will make sufficient disclosures and preferably explain the opt-out right that

each policyholder will have. Insurers must further evaluate all disclosures made to non-affiliated

third parties to determine if such disclosures will fall within the exceptions provided. Federal

rulemaking will determine the scope of the information  considered “financial” and further define the

scope of exceptions provided!

Activity at the state level must be monitored as well. The “brave new world” of functional

regulation will require a level of cooperation and discourse between and amongst the NAIC and

federal regulators never before seen. Most rulemaking at the federal level will not be conducted

5 12 C.F.R. Part 225. This Federal Reserve Board regulation addresses bank holding company
powers and sets forth the application requirements for prospective BHCs.

6 The federal Reserve Board released, for comment, a proposed regulation implementing the
privacy provisions on February 3,200O.  Although thisregulation should not directly impact non-
affiliated insurers, rulemaking at the state level will likely parallel regulations adopted by the
federal regulators.
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without considering input from the NAIC. Critically, with new emphasis on privacy concerns, and

the failure of the privacy provisions of GLB to preempt state law, states are free, and can be

expected to, adopt privacy provisions far more restrictive than those in this bill. Insurers will be

wise to stay abreast of this activity at the state level.
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SUMMARY - PRIVACY REQUIREMENTS

Generally, the privacy provisions applicable to the insurance industry with respect to nonpublic
personal financial information should include requirements to the following effect:

6)

m

w

00

(e)

(0

Notice - Each licensee shall clearly and conspicuously give notice to each consumer of its
policies for collecting and sharing the consumer’s nonpublic personal financial
information. The notice must be given to ongoing customers at least annually.

Opt-Out Choice - Each licensee shall provide consumers an “opt-out” choice (i.e. the
right to “opt-out” of the licensee disclosing the consumer’s personal nonpublic financial
information to non-affiliated third parties) subject to certain exceptions. The exception:
the “opt-out” choice with respect to disclosures doesn’t apply to affiliates under GLBA;
however, under the Fair Credit Reporting Act there is currently a requirement for an “opt-
out” choice with respect to sharing of application information with affiliates.

No Disclosure of Account Access Information - A licensee shall not disclose account
access information of consumers to third party marketers.

Security - Each financial institution shall have an established privacy policy (that
complies with federal and state laws/rules) to ensure security and confidentiality of
customer records, to protect against hazards to security of customer records and to protect
against unauthorized access to such information

Access to Record - Consumers shall have access to any personal nonpublic financial
records maintained by a licensee and shall have the right to correct any incorrect
information in those records.

Non-Discrimination - A licensee shall not unfairly discriminate against any customer or
consumer who has opted out from the disclosure of his or her nonpublic personal
financial information.
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